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Instructor: Silvia Santini

▪@USI since September 2016
▪Mobile Computing & Sensing (MCSS) Group 

▪Teaching @USI
▪Mobile and Wearable Computing (Fall, Master)
▪Computer Architecture (Fall, Bachelor)
▪Computer Networking (Fall, Bachelor)

▪Research
▪Mobile Computing & Sensing Systems
▪ Low-power wireless networking
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Teaching material

▪Slides available on iCorsi

▪“Free” extra slides
▪Hidden during lectures, available in the slide set
▪ “Free extra” symbol on the top right of the slide
▪ Extra content for self-study 

▪Textbook
▪References to book chapters/sections                         

at the end    of the slides
▪Additional references provided wherever                

needed or appropriate
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How did this all start?

▪Lecture 1, September 19, 2018
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The Internet Protocol Stack
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It’s in the book, too
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Back to the roots

Image source: https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/the-wood-wide-web-how-trees-secretly-talk-to-and-share-with-each-other 
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What is a communication network?

▪A communication network is “a system that allows two 
or more endpoints (also called hosts) to be connected 
and to exchange data” [Elattar 2016]

Image source: [Elattar 2016]
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Type of endpoints: Example

▪Endpoints: Web browser, Web server
▪Intermediate nodes are forwarders
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Type of endpoints

▪An endpoint is “any kind of equipment that is able to 
connect to the network” [Elattar 2016]
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Type of nodes

▪Endpoints
▪ Source/destination of the 

communication

▪Forwarders
▪Are “in-between” endpoints
▪ They forward data from/to and 

endpoint or to another forwarder
▪Routers are forwarders

Image source: [Elattar 2016]
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The Link Layer

Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:IP_stack_connections.svg

“[…] the basic service of any link layer is to move a datagram from 
one node to an adjacent node over a single communication link” 
[Kourose 2013, Sec. 5.1.1]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:IP_stack_connections.svg
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Communication links: Examples

▪Fiber optic cables
▪Coax cables 
▪Twisted-pair copper cables

▪2.4 GHz ISM radio band
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Types of communication links

▪Point-to-point communication link
▪A single sender at one end of the link and a 

single receiver at the other end of the link
▪ E.g., direct connection between two routers

▪Broadcast channel
▪Multiple sending and receiving nodes all 

connected to the same, single, shared 
broadcast channel

▪ E.g., bus, shared wireless 
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Types of communication links

▪Unidirectional
▪Communication occurs in one direction only
▪ From node A to node B

▪Bidirectional
▪Communication occurs in both directions
▪ From node A to node B and vice versa

Image source: [Elattar 2016]
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Half-duplex vs Full-duplex

▪Whether a connection can be half-
or full-duplex depends on the 
underlying hardware

▪Example: Ethernet 
▪Original standard (IEEE 802.3, 1983) 

based on coaxial cables is half-duplex
▪Newer standard (IEEE 802.3x, 1997) 

allows for full-duplex on fiber optics 
and twisted pairs 

RG-59 flexible coaxial cable 
composed of:
A. Outer plastic sheath
B. Woven copper shield
C. Inner dielectric insulator
D. Copper core
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Services provided by the Link Layer

▪Framing

▪Link Access

▪Reliable delivery

▪Error correction and detection

Not covered in 
this course!
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Framing

▪Network-layer datagram 
encapsulated within a 
link-layer frame 

▪The structure of the 
frame is specified by   
the link-layer protocol 

Image source: https://www.cs.nmsu.edu/~istrnad/cs480/lecture_notes/lecture13.html

https://www.cs.nmsu.edu/~istrnad/cs480/lecture_notes/lecture13.html
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Link Access

▪Medium access control (MAC) protocol specifies the 
rules by which a frame is transmitted onto the link
▪ Easy for point-to-point links
▪Much more complex for broadcast links

▪Types of multiple access protocol 
▪Channel partitioning protocols
▪ Taking-turns protocols
▪Random access protocols
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(Digression) MAC & LLC

▪MAC and LLC (logical link control) are the 
two sublayers of the Data Link layer

Image source: https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/courses/soco/projects/2003-04/wireless-computing/images/wt_architecture.gif

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/courses/soco/projects/2003-04/wireless-computing/images/wt_architecture.gif
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Reliable delivery

▪Guarantee that network-layer 
datagrams are relayed across the link
▪ Typically achieved using retransmissions  

and acknowledgments

▪Relevant for error-prone links 
(mainly wireless links)
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Error detection and correction

▪Bit error: When a bit in a frame is zero when 
it was transmitted as a one, and vice versa

▪Error detection: To reveal whether a frame 
has one or more bit errors
▪ E.g., parity bit, checksums

▪Error correction: Correct the flipped bits
▪ E.g., Hamming codes
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Services provided by the Link Layer

▪Framing

▪Link Access

▪Reliable delivery

▪Error correction and detection

Not covered in 
this course!

Coming next
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Image source: https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/1613834/tens-of-thousands-clamber-onto-chinas-cramped-beaches-to-soak-up-the-sun-as-government-urges-elderly-to-stay-indoors/

The multiple access problem
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Medium access control (MAC) protocols 

▪Problem
▪Multiple nodes share a 

single broadcast link

▪Solution
▪MAC protocol that 

coordinates the frame 
transmissions of the nodes

There exist many 
(many!) different 
MAC protocols!
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Ideal characteristics of a MAC protocol?

▪When only one node has data to send, that node has 
a throughput of R bps, whereas R  is the channel rate 

▪When N nodes have data to send, each node has      
an average transmission rate of R/N bps

▪There is no master node that represents a single point 
of failure for the network (decentralized operation) 

▪ Inexpensive and simple to implement 
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Types of multiple access protocol 

▪Channel partitioning protocols
▪ E.g., time-division multiplexing (TDM), frequency-division 

multiplexing (FDM), and code division multiple access (CDMA) 

▪Taking-turns protocols
▪ E.g., polling and token-passing protocols

▪Random access protocols
▪ E.g., ALOHA, Slotted ALOHA, CSMA, 
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Channel partitioning protocols: TDM

▪Time-division multiplexing (TDM) 
▪ Time divided into frames, each frame divided in N slots
▪ Each node allocated to a slot

▪Advantages: No collisions, perfect fairness
▪Disadvantages: 
▪Max rate is R/N bps, even when only one node has frames to send
▪ Fixed latency before a node can send data
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Channel partitioning protocols: FDM and CDMA

▪Frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) 
▪Divides channel into different frequencies                                    

each with bandwidth R/N
▪ Each frequency assigned to one of the N nodes
▪ Same advantages and disadvantages of TDM

▪Code division multiple access (CDMA)
▪ Each node has a unique code to encode the data bits it sends
▪Nodes can transmit simultaneously
▪Received can jointly decode frames from individual nodes
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Taking-turns protocols

▪Polling protocols
▪Master node polls each node in a round-robin fashion, 

specifying available time/bandwidth for transmission
▪Advantages: No collisions, fairness
▪Disadvantages: Rate less than R bps if only one node active; 

Master is single point of failure

▪Token-passing protocols
▪No Master node
▪A small frame, called token, is exchanged among the nodes
▪ The node that has the token can transmit. 
▪Advantages: Fully decentralized, efficient
▪Disadvantages: What if the token is lost? 
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Random access protocols

▪Transmitting nodes always send at full rate R bps
▪If there is a collision, a back-off mechanism is 

used to decide when to retransmit

▪Examples of random access protocols
▪ALOHA
▪ Slotted ALOHA
▪CSMA/CD
▪ Ethernet 
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An example MAC protocol: ALOHA

▪ALOHAnet: Connect users on Hawaiian islands with 
a central computer on the main Oahu campus
▪Using cheap radio equipment

▪Setup
▪One host and many                                                                            

client machines  
▪Downlink from host to                                                                 

clients uses frequency 𝑓1
▪Uplink from clients to                                                                           

host uses frequency 𝑓2
Locations Abramson connected 
with ALOHAnet in the late 1960s

Image source:, http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/35/5350354/5350363/5350363-fig-1-large.gif

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/35/5350354/5350363/5350363-fig-1-large.gif
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(Digression) Location of ALOHAnet stations

▪Old map: ▪New map:

Found on google 
maps (search for 

“ALOHAnet map”)
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An example MAC protocol: ALOHA

▪ALOHA protocol
▪ If nodes has frame to send: Send
▪When transmission of current frame completed:
▪ Received acknowledgment from hub? 
▪ YES –> DONE
▪ NO -> There was a collision/error
▪ If collision detected:

1. With probability p: Retransmit immediately
2. With probability (1-p): Wait another frame period, then try again

▪ If reached maximal number of wait frame periods:       
Abort transmission

▪ Is ALOHA efficient?
▪ For which percentage of the time can a node expect to 

have a successful transmissions?
▪ Worst case scenario: N nodes, all want to communicate

Ack received on 
the downlink on  

frequency 𝑓2, thus 
does not interfere 
with the current 

transmission on 𝑓1
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Maximum efficiency of ALOHA (Disclaimer)

▪ In the computation of ALOHA’s efficiency, we make the simplifying 
assumption that each node always has a frame to send and that 
the node transmits with probability p for a fresh frame as well as 
for a frame that has already suffered a collision

▪This gives us a sort of “worst-case” scenario
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Maximum efficiency of ALOHA

▪ Frame transmission time: T
▪ Prob. of node transmitting frame: p
▪ Total number of nodes: 𝑁

▪ No collisions if no other node transmits in the interval: 𝑡0 − 𝑇, 𝑡0 + 𝑇

▪ Probability of no collisions:  (1 − 𝑝)2(𝑁−1)

▪ Prob. that node has successful transmission: 𝑝(1 − 𝑝)2(𝑁−1)

▪ Value of p that maxims probability of successful transmission: 𝑝∗ =
1

𝑁

▪ Maximum efficiency for large number of nodes:         

lim
𝑁→∞

𝑁𝑝∗(1 − 𝑝∗)2(𝑁−1) =
1

2𝑒
≅ 0.18

▪ For a nominal transmission rate R of the channel, the effective rate is 0.18R!
▪ When a large number of nodes have many frames to transmit, then (at best) only 18% of the 

slots do useful work!
▪ Can we do better?
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Slotted ALOHA

▪Time divided in slots 
▪ Length of a slot is L/R seconds 
▪ L is the number of bits in a frame 

▪Nodes are synchronized 
▪ Each node knows when a slot begins
▪Nodes try to transmit frames only at the beginnings of slots
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Slotted ALOHA

▪If a node has a frame to send, it sends it at the 
beginning of the next slot

▪If there is no collision: DONE
▪If there is a collision: 

1.With probability p: Retransmit at the beginning of the next slot
2.With probability (1-p): Wait another slot, then go to 2

Image source: [Kurose 2013, Sec. 5.3.2]
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Efficiency of slotted ALOHA

▪Slotted ALOHA has a maximum efficiency of 0.37, 
i.e., twice as big as that of Pure ALOHA

▪Derivation
▪ Total number of nodes: 𝑁
▪ In each slot, probability that a node transmits: p
▪ Probability that other nodes do not transit: (p-1) 

▪ Prob. that node has successful transmission: 𝑝(1 − 𝑝)(𝑁−1)

▪ Value of p that maxims probability of successful transmission: 𝑝∗ =
1

𝑁

▪ Maximum efficiency for large number of nodes:         

lim
𝑁→∞

𝑁𝑝∗(1 − 𝑝∗)(𝑁−1) =
1

𝑒
≅ 0.37
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How “ideal” are ALOHA and Slotted ALOHA?

▪ALOHA ▪Slotted ALOHA

▪Problem: Nodes decide to transmit irrespectively of what other 
nodes are doing
▪ A nodes transmits as soon as it has data to send
▪ A nodes keeps transmitting even if a collision is detected
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Carrier Sense and Collision Detection 

▪Carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA) 
▪A node listens to the channel before transmitting
▪ If a frame from another node is currently being transmitted, a 

node waits and retries later

▪Collision detection (CD)
▪A transmitting node listens to the channel while it is transmitting
▪ If it detects that another node is transmitting an interfering 

frame, it stops transmitting, waits and retries later

▪CSMA/CD mechanisms used in the Ethernet protocol, 
the dominating Link Layer protocol of the Internet
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Résumé

▪The link layer
▪Move a datagram over a single communication link
▪Basics Services: 
▪ Framing
▪ Link Access
▪ Reliable delivery
▪ Error correction and detection

▪Medium Access Control
▪Multiple nodes share a single broadcast link
▪Categories of protocols
▪ Channel partitioning protocols
▪ Taking-turns protocols
▪ Random access protocols

▪ Examples: ALOHA, Slotted ALOHA
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Required readings

[Kurose 2013] James F. Kurose and Keith W. Ross. Computer Networking: A Top-
Down Approach. Pearson, 6th Edition 2013. [Section 5.1; Section 5.3 (excl. 5.3.4)]
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Additional references

[Elattar 2016] Mohammad Elattar, Verena Wendt, and Jürgen Jasperneite: 
Communications for Cyber-Physical Systems. In: Industrial Internet of Things, 
Springer Series in Wireless Technology, pp 347-372, 2016.

[Patterson 2011] Larry L. Peterson and Bruce S. Davie. Computer Networks: A 
Systems Approach. Morgan Kaufmann, 5th Edition, 2011.
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Comic of the day

Source: https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/the_three_laws_of_robotics.png


